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TABLETOP SCOTLAND
2022
Not long after we held our 2019 event, we got together
to plan out what we wanted to do differently for 2020.
As we all know, 2020 had different ideas. As did 2021 for
that matter…
We hope that 2022 has been a fantastic year for
everyone who comes to Tabletop Scotland, and we
hope that our convention can play some part in
continuing to make it so for you, your family, and your
friends.
As in 2019, we have taken over every square
centimetre of the Dewars Centre to host what we think
is a fantastic convention. With the support of our
Sponsors and others we believe that there is something
for everyone at Tabletop Scotland 2022.
As always, our aim is to present a Family Friendly
convention which is accessible and welcoming to
everyone. If you need anything at any time throughout
the convention feel free to ask one of our volunteers
(Red t-shirts) or one of the convention team (Yellow tshirts) and we’ll be happy to help you!
So whether this is your first time at one of our events,
or whether you have been with us since the start, we
hope you take the time to play some games, engage
with our exhibitors and take part in some events.
After all, that’s what it is all about, you having fun.
Dave, Duncan, John & Simon
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Convention Hours
Front Desk
• Saturday: 09:00 – 23:00
• Sunday: 09:00 – 18:00

Family / Demo / Gateway
Zone
• Saturday: 09:00 – 17:00
• Sunday: 09:00 – 16:00

Exhibitor Trading
• Saturday: 09:00 – 18:00
• Sunday: 09:00 – 17:00

Games Library
• Saturday: 09:00 – 22:00
• Sunday: 09:00 – 17:00

Quiet Room
• Saturday: 09:00 – 21:00
• Sunday: 09:00 – 16:00

Playtest Zone
• Saturday: 10:00 – 17:15

Open Play
• Saturday: 09:00 – 23:00
• Sunday: 09:00 – 18:00

Bring & Buy
• Saturday: 11:00 – 18:00
• Sunday: 10:00 – 16:00

Events are individually timed and occur throughout the
weekend. Where events have spaces, there will be sign-up
sheets at the Front Desk on the Ground Floor.
The Family, Demo, Playtest & Gateway Zone tables are
available for Open Play once those zones have closed for
the day.
Convention Team Colour Coding
Convention Team
The convention team will all be wearing Yellow t-shirts. If you
have a question or need any assistance, then they can help
you. Helpfully their names are on the backs of their t-shirts.
Volunteers
The volunteers are the team who make sure every part of
the convention works. As with the convention team they are
here to answer your questions and provide assistance. They
are all wearing Red t-shirts.
Event Coordinators
Events are a key part of our convention and those who are
hosting those events will all be wearing Blue t-shirts.
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Cash Machine
The venue has no cash machine onsite. Whilst we anticipate
that our exhibitors will take debit & credit cards, the nearest
cash machines are at ALDI and Morrisons. Both are less than
a 10-minute walk from the venue. Note: Bring & Buy and
Charity Prize Draw are Cash Only.

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Other Information
Your convention badge must be worn at all times.
Only food & drink purchased on-site may be eaten in the
venue. The café on the first floor serves hot & cold food
throughout the day catering for all dietary requirements.
Alcohol from the bar is permitted throughout the venue
however we ask all attendees to act & drink responsibly.
Our Code of Conduct and Anti-Harassment policy must
be adhered to. Report incidents to Red or Yellow shirt.
First Aid is provided by venue staff, please let a Red or
Yellow shirt know if you require assistance.
Smoking / Vaping is not permitted within the venue. Use
the designated area at the front of the venue.
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7. Wheelchair Access: The venue is accessible via
wheelchair. External access is via a ramp or from the
underground car park you can access the lift by
contacting Dewars Centre reception via a buzzer.
Disabled toilets are on the ground floor only.
The location of the lifts inside the venue are marked on
the floor plan in this booklet.
8. Parking: There are 400 car parking spaces available at
the venue. Charges are as follows:
Saturday: Up to 2 hours – 50p / > 2 hours – £2.00
Sunday: Free
Perth has many car parks if the venue car park is full
https://www.pkc.gov.uk/article/14739/Parking-in-PerthCity-Centre

9. The Park & Ride bus service from Broxden is operated by
Stagecoach. Timetables can be found online here https://www.stagecoachbus.com/plan-a-journey
Buses stop right outside the venue on Saturday (Service
7) and Sunday (Service 7B). Journey time is ~10 minutes.
10. Wi-Fi: The venue has free Wi-Fi which must be registered
for. There are signs with information on how to access.
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11. Quiet Room: The Kinnoul Room is available for anyone to
use for some quiet time. It is is on the ground floor and
can be accessed via the Front Desk or the Strathearn
Hall. This will close at 21:00 on Saturday and 16:00 on
Sunday. No gaming is permitted in the Quiet Room.
12. Lost & Found: If you find any items that may have been
left by another attendee please inform a Red or Yellow
shirt who will take it to the Front Desk for safe keeping. If
you have lost any items then please ask at the Front
Desk. We cannot be held liable for items lost. Where
items are not claimed, we will hand them into Perth
Police Station and you should contact them directly:
www.scotland.police.uk/secureforms/lost-property/
13. Taxis: Here are some Taxi numbers should you need to
travel without a car or using public transport.
o
A&B Taxis - 01738 446688
o
Ace Taxis - 01738 444000
o
Perth Radio Taxis - 01738 580058
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO
PLAY A GAME?
If you’re new to the hobby of
board games, the vast array of
options available to you can
be daunting. We have
fantastic Exhibitors demoing
games all the weekend, plus
you can borrow games from
our Games Library to try them.
Alongside all of that we have
our Gateway Zone. These are
games which are fun to play
and are relatively easy to
learn, although some require
time to master.

Dominoes with a
kingdom building
twist. Each turn,
connect a new
domino to your
existing kingdom,
making sure at least
one of its sides
connects to a
matching terrain
type already in play.

Carved into the
crags of the mistshrouded mountains
of ancient Japan lies
the Shrine of
Onitama. A place of
enlightenment and
skill, a site dedicated
to the spirits that
guide the Schools of
Martial Arts across
the land.

You are merchants
of the Renaissance
trying to buy gem
mines in order to
acquire the most
prestige points. If
you're wealthy
enough, you might
even receive a visit
from a noble at
some point further
increasing your
prestige.

It's a party platter of
mega maki, super
sashimi, and endless
edamame. You earn
points by picking
winning sushi
combos, but can
customize each
game by choosing a
la carte from a
menu of more than
20 delectable
dishes.

From Edinburgh to
Constantinople, from
Pamplona to Berlin,
Ticket to Ride Europe
takes you on an
exciting train
adventure through
the great cities of
turn-of-the-century
Europe.

Unmatched is a
miniatures dueling
game featuring
characters from the
page to the screen
to the stuff of
legends. You can
mix and match
fighters from any
Unmatched set. But
remember, in the
end, there can only
be one winner.

If you are not sure where to start, then start at Gateway.

Azul is a captivating
game of decorating
Portugal's Royal
Palace.
Players will collect
magnificent tiles to
embellish the walls
and please the king.
With beautiful
components and
art, it is no surprise
this is a modern
classic.

Inspired by a
medieval fortress in
France of the same
name, Carcassonne
is a tile-laying game
in which players fill in
the countryside
around the city. With
its simple yet rich
game mechanics
appeal to beginners
and veteran
gamers.
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Five clans are
fighting for
dominance over the
island. Only the
chieftain who best
develops their clan
territory and trades
most cleverly will
become king of the
Isle of Skye.
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My Board Game Journey
John Thomson
My boardgame collection exists in a place that was once a
mere cube of unoccupied space, and the pictures and
posters that hung on the wall are now stuck in the cupboard
halfway up the hall, now it started some years ago, as you
might think, with a couple of games that we all now think
stink, but the draw at that time was quite hard to resist
moving pieces and pawns with the flick of a wrist.
But then one day, while meeting a group
of like minds in a pub down in Glasgow a
friend of mine finds that the deck he was
holding was less than complete and he
shrugged, then apologised, looked at his
feet, but another companion while
dressed as a bear let out a great roar and
ascends from his chair saying playing card
games are for losers and [chumps] then
he pulled out a different alternative, Fluxx.
Now the gameplay intrigued me, the chaos, the pace, and
how swiftly the smiles spread cross everyone’s face, I was
hooked in that moment and opened my eyes to the
broader community; to my surprise I was led to an internet
show by Wil Wheaton whose format for newbies just cannot
be beaten, it showed me some options by playing them
through so I hopped on to buy them, well, what can one
do?
I tried them alone and I tried them with friends, and
sometimes with family but that depends on how willing to
share in my innocent glee and put up with my passion
they’re willing to be, now with Tsuro that’s fine as its easy
and quick but with longer games often the rules did not stick
and as hours dragged on by with no game resolution
abandonment was the most favoured solution.
I was hampered, restrained, and my passion did wane but
then to my beloved wee Highland hame came a new
retailer offering games and collections with tables to play on
and build my connections with others who also enjoyed
things like Climate, and Waterdeep, Small World.
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I started to time it, and log all my plays and who won and
who lost, how often I played it and what did it cost.
I read on a local group page someone new was coming to
live here and wanted to do all the things that I wanted in
board game arenas; I reached out and asked if he wanted
to meet us. He did and we played him at Raiders (he beat
us) but now would he join in a group to complete us as
legacy games were appealing but needed a fourth one to
play and he calmly acceded.
More internet searching led me to
a group in a village nearby, so I
started to troupe out to meet them
and play and discover more
games and mechanics; “let’s try
this”, he one day exclaims while
placing the most underwhelming
tiles out and describing what Food
Chain Magnate is about and I
hummed and I hawed, but I tried it
and wow, I knew where my hobby
was leading me now!
The harder the game, the more complex the rules, well, the
better I liked it and as for those fools who just squandered
their time in less grandeur activity, leave me alone and
vacate the vicinity! Party games? Bah, what a useless
pursuit, I could care not a jot for the, hold up now, STOP!
This hobby is not about being better than you, it is about
winning, but having fun, too, so let others enjoy playing
games that they love, and don’t sneer at them from your
high station above.
Make friends out of gamers, not gamers of friends, (but
welcome them warmly if one of them bends to your
pleading to play it then play it again) and remember to
others…
it’s only a game.
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WARGAMING
Open Play Area

After some very persistent lobbying by Tabletop Scotland’s
very own Warhammer Hero - https://www.warhammercommunity.com/warhammerheroes-roh/#2018 , one John
Harper esq.*, we are pleased to have a Wargaming Open
Play section at this year’s event.
You’ll find it at the back of the Strathearn / Bowling Hall, next
to the Events space.
Wargaming, if you don’t know, is strategic gaming in which
two or more players command opposing armed forces in
simulation of an armed conflict. Toy soldiers basically.
As you might imagine, there are probably as many different
games systems as there are stars in the sky. Gamers are
going to be gamers after all.
Some are based on historical events or eras, such as Roman,
Napoleonic, or 20th Century wars. Others contain sci-fi or
fantasy elements such as Elves, Dwarfs, Space Marines or
Aliens.

Enjoying Tabletop Scotland 2022?
Got a Saturday Ticket and want to come
on Sunday?
Upgrade your ticket at reception for the
difference between a Saturday and a
Weekend ticket.

We are pleased to
announce that the tables
will be sponsored by our
good friends at Warbases
who will also be providing
scenery for some of the
tables too.
We invite you to bring your
armies along to enjoy some
hard-fought gaming. Please
be aware that anything you
do bring along is at your
own risk. We will not accept
any liability for you models.
*Please everybody, take up the opportunity to embarrass
John by asking about his hero status.
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Con Survival Guide
Sally Jones
Hello fellow nerds!
So this guide isn’t specifically for Tabletop Scotland, but it’s
always good to be prepared! (Can you tell I was in the
Scouts….?) As with all events, a bit of planning and
preparation makes a massive difference to my enjoyment at
a show. A lot of these tips are good for attending any
convention or large events, so read on intrepid explorer!
Stay Healthy
Bring a water bottle. Drink the water. Refill your bottle. Drink
that too. Yes, you will have to brave the loos more often, but
you (and your liver if you’re like me and enjoy a bevvie or
two at a con!) will thank me.
Take snacks. I get hangry even on a good day, and there’s
nothing worse than being in the middle of a game you’re
enjoying and wanting to leave because you’re starving. It’s
also probably worth taking some healthy snacks like fruit with
you. A shocking suggestion I know! But whilst there is food
with different levels of deliciousness, a lot of it is somewhere
on the beige/brown spectrum. Believe me, your body will
thank you for the odd apple over the weekend!
Stay electronically healthy - take a battery pack! So helpful.
I take at least one to every event so I never worry about my
battery dying and causing extra stress.
Bring comfortable shoes. Your feet will thank you for using
your most comfortable footwear. Use shoes you know are
comfortable. Don't buy a new pair and expect them to
work well at the convention.
We've all heard about Con Crud, let alone the dreaded
Rona. Wash your hands—all the time. Bring a small bottle of
hand sanitiser.
Pack an antacid in case the con food starts hitting you
hard.
Bring some paracetamol and ibuprofen in case you start
coming down with something or get a headache.
In the nicest possible way, if you start feeling really bad, do
everyone a favour and go rest in your room instead of
spreading the plague. If you feel better, come back and
join in the fun! If not, rest is probably the best thing for you
anyway.
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Plan But Stay Flexible
It's hard to find the perfect balance of planned events
and unscheduled time for pick-up games and
random encounters.
Avoid over-scheduling yourself. If you've not been to a
con before, you'll want ample free time just to walk
around. If you schedule too light, however, you might
find yourself wandering around aimlessly instead of
rolling dice.
Set some goals for yourself before you go and keep
these goals doable. This might include trying a
particular game system, meeting some friends you
might only know online, picking up old D&D adventures in
the dealer's room, or listening to one of your favourite
designers talk about their new RPG. Start with your goals and
build your schedule around that.
Have a Spending Plan
In addition to having a schedule, have a spending plan. I
suggest about 50% of your budget should be planned
spending: buying stuff you are explicitly going to the event
to buy. The other 50% is for spontaneous purchases of things
you didn’t know existed (there are lots of these).
Bring cash. I cannot stress this enough. BRING CASH!
Most stands take cards, but not all do and sometimes
technology has problems. Normally at the most
inconvenient time!
Other things to bring - bags! It’s a fact of any
convention that at some point you’ll be trekking
around with large, unwieldy boxes. A lot of traders will
put your purchases in bags, but sometimes it’s not feasible,
or they’ve run out, or you’ve bought something from the
Bring & Buy. A myriad of reasons to take a bag with you!
Make sure you check out the Bring & Buy, but do so as early
as possible. Not only do the best bargains go early but you
will be queuing up for half a day if you get there too late.
Keep your eyes peeled for Indie businesses! Giants will
undoubtedly draw lots of attention, but many games from
smaller companies are fantastic, innovative and oodles of
fun. You never know what gems you might find! There are
also a lot of traders with gaming and geeky accessories too
so make sure you take the time to poke around a little to
ensure you don’t miss out.
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Use Social Media
So, to be honest, I intensely dislike SoMe. But it has its
uses! Follow the convention, and any traders you love,
as social media is a fantastic platform for keeping an
eye on the random events taking place throughout
our conventions.
Be Present in the Moment
There are always things going on and it's easy to feel like
you're missing out on things even when you're in a game.
When you ARE in a game, however, really BE there. Put the
phone away. Enjoy the game you're playing. Enjoy meeting
the people around the table and listening to them about
their own game experiences. It's very easy to feel like you're
missing out. Take that energy and put it into the game
you're playing at the moment instead of the game going on
somewhere else without you.
Geek Out with a Buddy
Run with a partner at your gaming convention. Conventions
are more fun when you have someone to sit, eat, play
Magic, or just chat with. Having a buddy means someone
can watch your bag when you need to go to the can or
save your place in line at the pizza joint. Obviously, your
buddy should be someone you like.
More than three or four people in your adventuring
party and you start running into logistical
challenges. It's harder to find a place to eat and
decisions start happening by committee instead of
two people just picking a place. Travelling as a big
group instead of just two or three people can end
up as a disadvantage instead of an advantage.

Be Respectful of People
Whether they are Cosplayers, folks in costumes, or someone
hired by a company to promote their product remember
these are people. No one wants negative criticism during a
con, it doesn’t matter if you think you’re helping. More
importantly, just because they’re wearing a costume
doesn’t mean they want you to lift them off the ground,
touch them, hug them, or whatever else you think is
appropriate because the character would do it. Just don’t.
Finally, if you want a picture it’s okay to ask. Most cosplayers
want to have their picture taken and have probably
practised a couple of poses to go with it, but accept a
negative response (for whatever reason) with grace.
The 5–2–1 Formula
Every day you should get 5 hours of sleep, eat 2 good
meals, and take 1 shower. Over the years that I’ve
been attending cons, I’ve been guilty of two of these
and have seen all three in action. I’ve struggled
through the last day of a con to stay awake because I
didn’t get enough sleep. I’ve been at a table where I
couldn’t focus because I hadn’t been eating well over
the course of the event. Finally, the one I’m thankfully
not guilty of, taking a d*mn shower. Sure, you can use
half a bottle of deodorant to cover the smell, but it
doesn’t work. It never works. Also running a damp
towel over your bits in the bathroom doesn’t help
either. Cons are hot, sweaty and full of people. The first
two only ruin your enjoyment of the con, the last one is
absolutely for everyone else. Don’t be that person!

However, if like me, you seem to know a million and one
people at the event, make specific plans to meet at specific
places – perhaps to play a game or get some lunch –
several times during the day. It will help to provide a
framework to your day, and give you a touchstone of
comfort.
An event is also a great time to meet people you might only
know online. It’s a public safe space and, if they do turn out
to be even weirder than you, there’s a ready-made crowd
into which you can quickly disappear…

Final Thoughts
Tabletop conventions – and all geek conventions – are fun.
But they are also exhausting: physically, mentally and even
emotionally. Taking time to plan your visit and to follow a
few steps to make sure you have escape space and the
opportunity to unwind will help what can be a scary and
overwhelming experience is instead a rewarding one.
Conventions can be hard to get through, and even more so
if, like me, you don’t have the option of a cheeky Monday
off after to recover! It’s easy to be overwhelmed or feel rundown during or after a full-on gaming weekend, so look
after yourself, and each other, and have a great time!
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GAMES LIBRARY
Looking to play a game before you buy it? Come to the
Games Library and you can do exactly that. You can
borrow games throughout your time at Tabletop Scotland.
Our games library is provided by the team at Rent, Shuffle &
Roll.
While at the convention you can check what’s available via
our GAME system - https://game.tabletopscotland.co.uk/

FINDING GAMES &
GAMERS
We have two options to help you find games to play and to
meet other gamers.
Use Game Finder on https://game.tabletopscotland.co.uk/
or
Use our Players Wanted and Teachers Wanted signs, you
can pick these up at the Games Library

Our team are on hand to help you with the process and if
you need any help with game selection.

How does it work?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Go to the Library desk
Give us £10 cash deposit
& your mobile number
Receive your library card
Explore the games library
Choose one game at a
time to borrow
Head to the Library desk
We scan the game and
your card
Find a table and PLAY!

Finished using the Library?
•
•
•
•

Go to the Library
Hand in your library card
We give you back your
£10 deposit
Done!
Opening Hours

•
•

Saturday: 09:00 – 22:00
Sunday: 09:00 – 17:00
Notes

Returning a game?
•
•
•
•
•

•
Box up the game, making
sure everything is there
•
Take the game back to
the Library
We re-scan the game
and your card
•
We return the game to
the shelves
You can now look for
another game to play
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Games cannot be taken
outside the venue
Games must be returned
no later than 10pm on
Saturday and 4pm on
Sunday
If deposits are not
reclaimed, we donate the
money to our charity:
Perth Autism Support
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BRING & BUY

CHARITY PRIZE DRAW

The Tabletop Scotland Bring & Buy is a fantastic way for you
sell games that you’re not playing anymore and buy games
that are out of print / stock! It’s also a great way to support
our 2022 Charity, as 10% of all sales revenue from the Bring &
Buy goes to Perth Autism Support.

We have received a lot of games
from publishers to help us raise
money for Perth Autism Support https://
www.perthautismsupport.org.uk/

While at the convention you can check what’s available
and monitor what you have sold via our GAME system https://game.tabletopscotland.co.uk/

How does it work?
• Visit the Perth Autism Support
stand in the Strathmore (Ice
Rink) Hall.
• Entry is £1 for five tickets.
• If any ticket ends in a 5 then
choose a prize from the
selection available.

Please note: The Bring & Buy is a CASH ONLY service.
Our team are on hand to help you with the process of
checking in your games and cashing out before you leave.
Selling!
•
•
•

•
•

Games must be listed via
the GAME system prior to
checking them in
Loose items must be in a
bundle and secured
10% (rounded up to the
nearest £1) of the selling
price is donated to Perth
Autism Support
Please price responsibly!
Items are left at the risk of
the Seller, Tabletop
Scotland accepts no
liability of items going
missing
Buying!

•
•

•
•

Checking In

CASH ONLY!
Tabletop Scotland
accepts no liability for
items bought at the Bring
& Buy
Refunds are not possible
All available games are
visible online during the
convention

•
•

Saturday: 09:00 – 11:00
Sunday: 09:00 – 10:00
Buying

•
•

Saturday: 11:00 - 18:00
Sunday: 10:00 - 16:00
Cashing Out

•
•

Saturday: 14:00 - 18:00
Sunday: 14:00 - 16:00
Notes

•
•

•

•
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CASH ONLY!
Any games not collected
by 16:00 on the Sunday
will be accepted as
donations to Tabletop
Scotland.
At peak periods we may
have to limit the number
of attendees browsing the
Bring & Buy.
No reservations or holds
for games are possible.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CURRENT PRIZE POOL

3 Wise Words
Apocalypse Road
Blockbuster
Brian Boru
Cerebria
Colour Brain + Jnr Colour
Brain
Crescent Moon
Cryptid + Cryptid Urban
Legends
Dice Theme Park + Deluxe
Add-Ons
Disney Villainous
Dominant Species
EXIT Bundle - Sacred Temple
+ Cursed Labyrinth + Theft
on the Mississippi
Fangs
Fort + Fort: Expansion
Gibsons Jigsaw Bundle

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grand Prix
Herd Mentality
Holi: Festival of Colors
Imaginarium
Imperium: Classics
Imperium: Legends
Kill Doctor Lucky - 19.5th
Anniversary Edition
Letter Jam
Muffin Time
Nanty Narking
Nice Buns
Oath
OK Play
Osprey RPG Bundle
Pass the Bomb
Race to Moscow
Sagrada
Snakesss
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• SpaceCorp 2025-2300AD +
SpaceCorp Ventures
• Takenoko + Chibis
Expansion
• That's A Question
• The Chameleon
• The Magnates
• The Quest for El Dorado
• Thunder Alley
• Tiny Epic: Pirates + Dinosaurs
• Twilight Struggle
• Undaunted: Normandy
• Undaunted: North Africa
• Urban Sprawl
• Vivid
• Welcome to Centreville
• What Next?
• Zapotec
• Zillionaires on Mars

CONVENTION
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FLOOR PLAN
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ROLEPLAYING GAMES!

Sunday

Table
Slot 1: 10:00 - 13:30
1
D&D 5E - A Day at the Races - DDAL07-03 Tier 1
2
D&D 5E - Defiance in Phlan - DDEX1-01 Tier 1
3
D&D 5E - Defiance in Phlan - DDEX1-01 Tier 1 (2)
4
D&D 5E - Glip Dak - CCC-GLIP-01-01 Tier 1
5
D&D 5E - Secrets of Sokol Keep - DDEX1-02 Tier 1
6
D&D 5E - Six Summoned Swords - ZETH-01 Tier 2
7
D&D 5E - Spelljammer Academy Part 1 - Tier 1 (1)
8
D&D 5E - Spelljammer Academy Part 1 - Tier 1 (2)
9
D&D 5E - Under Earth &amp; Stone - SFBAY-04-02 Tier 2
Table
Slot 2: 14:30 - 18:00
1
D&D 5E - A Day at the Races - DDAL07-03 Tier 1
2
D&D 5E - Beneath Glip Dak - CCC-GLIP-01-02 Tier 1
3
D&D 5E - Defiance in Phlan - DDEX1-01 Tier 1
4
D&D 5E - Into the Dark - DDAL08-07 Tier 2
5
D&D 5E - Shadows over the Moonsea - DDEX1-03 Tier 1 (1)
6
D&D 5E - Shadows over the Moonsea - DDEX1-03 Tier 1 (2)
7
D&D 5E - Six Striking Swords - ZETH-02 Tier 2
8
D&D 5E - Spelljammer Academy Part 2 - Tier 1 (1)
9
D&D 5E - Spelljammer Academy Part 2 - Tier 1 (2)
Table
Slot 3: 19:00 - 22:30
1
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 1 (1)
2
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 1 (2)
3
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 1 (3)
4
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 1 (4)
5
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 2 (1)
6
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 2 (2)
7
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 2 (3)
8
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 3 (1)
9
D&D 5E EPIC- Drums of the Dead - DDEP07-02 - TIER 4 (1)

FIRST FLOOR MAP
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Saturday

Saturday

Saturday

ROLEPLAYING GAMES!

Table
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Table
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Slot 4: 10:00 - 13:30
D&D 5E - Citadel of Vlaakith - CCC-GLIP-01-03 Tier 1
D&D 5E - Crypt of the Dark Kiss - DDAL08-08 Tier 2
D&D 5E - Defiance in Phlan - DDEX1-01 Tier 1
D&D 5E - Dues for the Dead - DDEX1-04 Tier 1
D&D 5E - Into the Dark - DDAL08-07 Tier 2 (2)
D&D 5E - Six Swords Unbound ZETH-03 Tier 2
D&D 5E - Spelljammer Academy Part 3 - Tier 1
D&D 5E - Spelljammer Academy Part 4 - Tier 1
D&D 5E - Under Earth &amp; Stone - SFBAY-04-02 Tier 2
Slot 5: 14:30 - 18:00
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (1)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (2)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (3)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (4)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (5)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (6)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (7)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (8)
D&D 5E EPIC- Chaos in the City of Splendors - DDEP08-01 (9)
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ROLEPLAYING GAMES!

ROLEPLAYING GAMES!

Saturday

Table
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Table
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slot 1: 10:00 - 13:30
RPG - Aegean - Terror at Aspis
RPG - Atomic Robo RPG - Kid Atomic Robo Vs the Headmaster of Doom
RPG - Coriolis - The Dying Ship
RPG - Dungeon Crawl Classics - Tower of the Black Pearl
RPG - Fate Accelerated - Playing the Market: Danger Close
RPG - Mork Borg - MoRKBETH
RPG - Symbaroum - Out of Corruption Horrid Life Springs
RPG - The Black Hack (2e) - By the Light of the Moon
RPG - The Comics Code - The Superior Six vs the Auction of Evil!
RPG - The Laundry Files - Bad Trip
RPG - Thirsty Sword Lesbians - Flirtatious B's and the Pitch of Perfection
Slot 2: 14:30 - 18:00
RPG - 7th Sea 1st Edition - What happens in Freiburg, stays in Freiburg
RPG - Action Potential - Escape from the planet of Dr Moreau!
RPG - Call Of Cthulhu - Edge of Darkness
RPG - Call of Cthulhu - Pop Goes The Weasel
RPG - Coriolis - The Dying Ship
RPG - Dungeon Crawl Classics - Acting Up In Lankhmar
RPG - Liminal - Green &amp; Pleasance Land
RPG - Mongoose Traveller - Masks
RPG - Superlatives - King of Epoch
RPG - The Great American Witch - Halloween Welcomes Careful Drivers
RPG - True20 - Beansz Meanz Death
RPG - Year Zero Engine - Tales of the Old West
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Sunday

Saturday

Approximately 5-10 minutes prior to the event starting, our
team will start the ‘muster’. This is where the GM for each
game will be named, along with the game that they are
running and the sign up sheet will be given to them. If you’re
playing in that game then you should go to that table.

Sunday

With the exception of the D&D 5E Epic events, all of our RPG
sessions have two spaces reserved for booking at the
convention and sign up sheets can be found at reception.

Saturday

Our Dungeons & Dragons Adventures League schedule is
being held in the Gallery (1st Floor) and in the Gannochy
Room (1st Floor) we have a fantastically diverse range of
Roleplaying Games on offer.

Table
Slot 3: 19:00 - 22:30
1
RPG - Deadlands Classic - Adios A Migo
2
RPG - Delta Green - Last Things Last
3
RPG - Night's Black Agents - A Night At The Opera
4
RPG - OD&D - Keep on the Borderlands
5
RPG - Pathfinder 2e - Pathfinder Society Intro: Year of Boundless Wonder
6
RPG - Savage Worlds SprawlRunners - Escape Clause
7
RPG - SHIVER - Corporate Risers
8
RPG - They Came from Beneath the Sea! - Run by John Burke!
9
RPG - They Came from Beyond the Grave! - Run by Michele Masala!
10
RPG - They Came from Camp Murder Lake! - Run by Matthew Dawkins!
11
RPG - Trinity Continuum: Aberrant - Run by Kim Godwin!
12
RPG - War Stories YZE - The Tank!
Table
Slot 4: 10:00 - 13:30
1
RPG - Active Exploits RPG - To Woo It May Concern
2
RPG - Bounty Hunter - Baakr's Dozen
3
RPG - Divided Horizons - Abandon Hope
4
RPG - Dungeon Crawl Classics - Tower of the Black Pearl
5
RPG - Ghostbusters - The Snowfield Incident
6
RPG - Manifold - An Inquiry Into The Wealth Of Matrons
7
RPG - Mongoose Traveller - Till the Depths Do Us Part
8
RPG - Nights Black Agents - The Dracula Vector
9
RPG - They Came from [CLASSIFIED]! - Run by Matthew Dawkins!
10
RPG - They Came From Beyond The Grave! - Run by John Burke!
11
RPG - They Came from the Cyclops's Cave! - Run by Michele Masala!
12
RPG - Trinity Continuum: Aberrant - Run by Kim Godwin!
Table
Slot 5: 14:30 - 18:00
1
RPG - Atomic Robo RPG - Welcome to Tomorrowville. Population - ?
2
RPG - Dark Heresy 2E - The Port of Last Resort
3 RPG - Doctor Who (Adventures in Time and Space) - The Stockbridge Affair
4
RPG - Dungeons &amp; Dragons 3.5 - Ruins of Wizardry
5
RPG - Feng Shui 2 - Pieces of Hate
6
RPG - Gumshoe - The Cuban Conspiracy
7
RPG - Mongoose Traveller - The Stars In Our Fault
8
RPG - Old School Essentials - The Tomb of Xa'Ã¢ndra
9
RPG - Savage Worlds SprawlRunners - Band on the Run
10
RPG - SHIVER - Corporate Risers
11
RPG - WILD - Public Trial
12
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ROLEPLAYING GAMES!
Alongside the games of Dungeons & Dragons and other
Roleplaying Games we have some shorter introductory
roleplaying games being held throughout the weekend at
the back of the Strathmore Hall (Ice Rink).
Each of these games also have at least two spaces to book
at the convention and sign up sheets will be at reception.

The Pathfinder Society are hosting one hour intro games of
Pathfinder 2nd Edition throughout the weekend. These are
held at the back of the Strathmore Hll (Ice Rink).
Pathfinder 2nd Edition Introductory RPGs - Strathmore Hall (Ice Rink)
Day
Start Finish
Game
Saturday 10:00 11:00 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #4: Cat's Cradle
Saturday 11:30 12:30 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #15: Treasure off the Coast
Saturday 13:30 14:30 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #8: The Tireless Path
Saturday 15:00 16:00 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #10: Hillcross Roundup
Sunday 10:00 11:00 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #4: Cat's Cradle
Sunday 11:30 12:30 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #15: Treasure off the Coast
Sunday 13:30 14:30 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #8: The Tireless Path
Sunday 15:00 16:00 Pathfinder 2e - Bounty #10: Hillcross Roundup

All of the roleplaying games at
Tabletop Scotland utilise the X-Card
safety tool as a minimum standard.
If anything in the game makes
anyone at the table uncomfortable,
they either lift the card or simply tap
it. They don’t have to explain why.
The GM will adjust the game
accordingly.
Find out more about the X-Card
here: http://tinyurl.com/x-card-rpg
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EVENTS!

EVENTS!

GIANT ONITAMA!
Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
Saturday @ 11:00
Sunday @ 14:30

ARKHAM HORROR
The Card Game
Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
Saturday @ 13:00

Team game where players
will compete to be crowned
the Supreme Master Monk.

Multiplayer event where the
investigators work together
to deal with temporal
troubles like paradoxes.

The game will be available
for adhoc play outside of the
event timings.

Will they solve the mystery or
be lost in the time stream?

TICKET TO RIDE
Scottish Championship
Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
Sunday @ 10:00

CROKINOLE!
Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
Saturday
Learn To Play @ 12:00
Grand Prix Event @ 14:00

Voted as the most popular
game in the Tabletop
Scotland World Cup in 2020.

Learn to play the greatest
game on Earth and / or take
part in our friendly Grand Prix
tournament.

Join us for another fun and
friendly Ticket To Ride
tournament.

GIANT WALK THE PLANK!
Strathmore (Ice Rink) Hall
Saturday @ 14:30
Sunday @ 11:00

WARHAMMER UNDERWORLDS
Mini Clash
Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
Sunday @ 10:00

Team game where players
are trying to stop their pirates
from walking the plank and
visiting Davy Jones’ Locker!

Play four best-of-three
matches in our one-day
event.

The game will be available
for adhoc play outside of the
event timings.

Test your skills against a
parade of tacticians hoping
to be crowned as the Mini
Clash Champion.
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EVENTS!
HOW FAR WILL YOU GO
FOR ROME?
Hay Room
Megagame Event

EVENTS!

We are hosting a variety of live events on the Saturday in the
Hay Room (1st Floor) and in the Bar area.
These will be recorded, except for the Film and Pub Quiz!

Sunday @ 09:30
Enemies are on all sides.
Who can you really trust in
your quest for power?
How far will you go for Rome?
Autism & Tabletop
11:00

CONTACT
Starship Training Programme
Boardroom
Saturday & Sunday
Enlist today and become
Humanity's best hope in the
stars!

Walk The Onyx Path Is Tabletop Gaming

13:00

Join our panel as
they discuss the
connections
between autism &
tabletop games.

Our panel of RPG
creators discuss
their history
working for Onyx
Path and others.

Self Publish RPGs
17:00

Game Designers
Movie
19:00

open to all?
15:00
Join our John and
panel to discuss this
important topic!

Contact is a real-time starship
bridge simulation.
Spaces can be booked at the
convention reception!
HOBBYCRAFT!
Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
Saturday & Sunday
Go from a bare figure to a
finished figure within 90
minutes.
These tutorials involve some
1:1 coaching and you will
come away having learned
some new skills.
Miniatures provided or bring
your own (pre-primed!).
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Join our panel as
they discuss their
experiences self
publishing RPGs.

A feature-length
documentary film
about board
game designers.
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PUB QUIZ
Bar Area
21:30 - 23:00
There will be
questions.
These might be
tabletop gaming
related…

Crokinole
The Greatest Game on Earth™
Terry “Crokinole” Brown
Yes, it’s a bold statement.
But bear with me and I’ll try to convince you why.
Crokinole’s origins date back to the late 19th Century in
Canada, so why is such an old game still as relevant today?

Crokinole is one of the few skill-based games I can think of
where age is no barrier. From 8-80 (and beyond) if you put in
some practice you can get to a reasonable standard fairly
quickly and gain bragging rights among your gaming group.
If you really stick with it, you may even go on to compete
against the best players at the World Championships in
Tavistock, Ontario. Or you may just be happy having some
fun with family and friends.

Firstly, it’s the aesthetic appeal
of the game. A big slab of
wood, usually handcrafted,
beautiful to the touch and eye.
Just wait until you hear the
satisfying clack when the
buttons hit each other and fire
off the side of the board.

It's a game that forces you to slow-down and live in the
moment. While you will be battling against your opponent
for control of the board and scoring opportunities, it is a
game where your greatest adversary can be yourself. It
brings you together with people you may never have met
before, or have known for years. You will pull strange facial
expressions when you miss a sitter, and celebrate with your
opponent when they shoot a “perfect game”.

The pegs on the board will
become your greatest friend
when you position your disc
behind them, and your nemesis
when you accidentally collide
with them while shooting down
the treacherous “Hogan’s alley”.

In my experience, the Crokinole community is welcoming
and friendly. While rivalries exist, there is good humour about
them. When planning this event I was fortunate to receive
offers of support and advice from Steve Raine and Ian Witt
in England and Jeremy Tracey in Canada.

Crokinole has its own language, as you may already have
guessed. Playing pieces can be referred to as “buttons”,
“discs”, “pucks”, or “counters”. After playing a few games
you will rue missing that “hanger 20” and celebrate when
you ace your shot down “Hogan’s alley” to execute a
perfect “double take-out” and take the lead in a round.
Knowing when to “keep play to the outside” or when to
“peel” and force play back to the centre is all part of the
tactics of the game.
Tabletop Scotland’s very own Simon Harper has added to
the great Crokinole lexicon with his cries of “Top Crokes!”
when an opponent pulls off a ridiculous shot.
Like all the best games, it is easy to learn but difficult to
master. You can pick up the rules in 5 minutes and have a
great time for hours on end.
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Jeremy owns Tracey Boards - https://
www.crokinolegameboards.com/ and has kindly supplied some
sponsorship for our tournament in the
form of merchandise.
Finally, this wonderful game has the greatest rule in all of
tabletop gaming. The “one cheek” rule, which perfectly
describes the minimum contact a player should have with
their chair.
So come along from midday on Saturday for our learn to
play session and try Crokinole for yourself. I’ll be available to
talk you through how to play the game, or find someone
else who can if I happen to be busy.
Once you’ve experienced the Greatest Game on Earth you
will want to make history by competing in the Inaugural
Crokinole Grand Prix of Scotland at 2pm on Saturday.
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PLAYTEST ZONE!

Our Playtest Zone is situated in the Strathearn (Bowling) Hall
and is operating on the Saturday of the convention.
If you playtest a game you will be given a feedback form to
fill in and hand back to the designer after playing.
Why should I playtest games?
Playtesting helps designers refine their games. It’s an
excellent way for designers to get feedback before they
commit to any kind of publishing strategy.
As a player, this is an excellent opportunity for you to try
games that are still being designed and know that your
feedback will help play a part in bringing that game to life.
Start

Finish

Playtester

Game Name

Game Duration

Player Count

10:00

11:30

Tom Wilkinson

Cartolan - Trade Winds

90 Minutes

2-4

The age of exploration has started, an age of sails and trails and treasures from a new world. Race your
Adventurers out on expeditions, riding the winds to earn rewards by completing the world map, whether joining
old fragments or drawing anew. Establish trade routes with Inns, giving Adventurers rest so they can quickly
revisit exotic ports and earn treasure for your Vault back at the City. Perhaps you'll even discover the Mythical
City and a second home far away. But always remember, there are rivals for your glory, and they may not be
above a little piracy! Only if you can earn much faster will you buy a global monopoly and the future you want for
this new world.
10:00

13:00

Richard Adams

Grave Disorder

60-90 Minutes

4-6

You play Igor. Your master has tasked you to find body parts for him to build a monster. But beware you are not
the only Igor in the Grave Yard.
This is a tile laying, exploration and monster building game.
Build the best monster to win the game.
12:00

搀琀
愀礀氀
漀爀
眀漀漀搀眀漀爀
欀椀
渀最⸀
挀
漀洀

13:30

Colin Webster

Race For The Title

45-70 Minutes

1-4

Race For The Title is a deck building football card game.
Pick a team to manage, then start drafting cards. Will you choose to build up your team or strengthen your
finances? Upgrade your stadium and sign the best players before your opponents in this fun and fast-action
football game.
14:00

17:00

Scott Williamson

Glory Hunters

60-90 Minutes

2-4

12-25 Minutes / Player

2-6

Semi-cooperative, deck building monster hunting game for 2 - 4 players.
14:00

17:00

Scott C Lowe and Sam Laing

Archroma

Archroma is a light-medium Eurogame of colourful spellcasting. Players are student sorcerers sitting their first
year exam in Archromancy. The mana needed to cast magical spells is drawn from their component bags, the
contents of which they must manage to ensure they continue to get the colours of mana they require to cast their
spells. Easy to learn to play, but challenging to master!

List correct at time of going to print.

The Tabletop Scotland Playtest
Zone is hosted by Keith
McLeman of Cardboard &
Coffee Games.
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Open to all?
John Harper
This year at Tabletop Scotland I will have the fortune to host
a panel where our guests and I discuss a question:

And that is clearly not good enough.
At Tabletop Scotland we will continue to learn how we can
be as open, welcoming and most importantly SAFE for all
gamers.
How will we go about doing that?
By taking one step at a time, holding this panel is just a start,
having gender neutral facilities is just a start, being open
and honest about our own identities is just a start, having X
cards for RPGs is just a start.
But as with every important thing we all do in our lives starting is just one part of the process, a process we commit
to carrying in and through every part of what we do here at
Tabletop Scotland.

Whilst we will no doubt have some great answers to the
question from the panel, I wanted (on behalf of the team at
Tabletop Scotland) to answer the question.
Tabletop gaming is like a lot of aspects of the world in which
we live, it is a growing and evolving space in which we are
all constantly learning and improving.
Tabletop Scotland itself is a young convention into which a
lot of people have poured a lot of energy to bring us all
together as friends, family and gamers. We have learned a
myriad of lessons over the last five years and put our best
effort into bringing the best possible experience to all our
attendees. We are a convention of many elements - board
gaming, roleplaying, wargaming, pub quizzing to name just
a few.
However, it is vital that we state clearly and loudly that the
one thing we absolutely cannot, will not and must not be is
exclusionary (yes that's a word I am also surprised I know).
So, our answer to the question "Is Tabletop Gaming open to
all?" is this - Not yet.
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We hope that you all enjoy Tabletop Scotland 2022 as much
as possible.
I’ll finish by asking that if you see, hear
or experience anything at Tabletop
Scotland that makes you feel in
anyway less than 100% welcome, to be
who you are and especially in anyway
unsafe that you let us know.
Either by contacting one of the
Volunteers (Red t-shirts) or one of the
Con Staff (Yellow t-shirts) which have
our names on the back.
Alternatively, if the situation isn’t urgent, email us at
info@tabletopscotland.co.uk and we will aim to respond
within two hours.
If you want to report something anonymously, we have an
online form which will be active between Friday 26th August
and Sunday 13th September: http://tiny.cc/TTS2022Report
John on behalf of Tabletop Scotland.
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Scotland’s game shops & clubs
Scotland is blessed with some fantastic tabletop game
shops and clubs. Find your nearest one by reviewing our lists.
Stores in bold have exhibited or hosted events at a Tabletop
Scotland convention.
Town / City
Aberdeen
Aberdeen

Town / City

Aberdeen Wargames Club

Aberdeen

Knights of Trinity

Alyth

Game Square Alyth

Annan

Annan Gaming Club

Anstruther

East Neuk Tabletop Games

Arbroath

Friockheim Tabletop Club

Bonnyrigg

Midlothian Games Club

Coatbridge

Goblins and Gubbins

Dumfries

Dumfries Gamers

Dunbar

Dunbar Boardgame Club

Dundee

Dundee Wargames Club

Dundee

Dundee RPG Club

Dundee

World's End D&D

Dunfermline

Dunfermline Wargaming and
Roleplaying Fellowship

Largs
Motherwell

Shop Name
Website
Asylum Books & Games https://asylum-booksandgames.com/
Geek Retreat
https://facebook.com/GeekRetreatAberdeen/
https://freshcomics.us/shop/uk-plan9/scotlandPlan 9
aberdeen
Reset Aberdeen
https://resetaberdeen.com/
Tabletop Minis
https://tabletopminis.co.uk/
The Last Output
https://thelastoutpostcomics.co.uk/
Boom!
https://facebook.com/boomandminiboom
Unboxed Gaming Cafe https://facebook.com/unboxedcafe
Knightly Gaming
https://knightlygaming.co.uk/
Karnak Comics
https://karnakcomics.com/
Castle Comics
https://castlecomicsuk.co.uk/
Highlander Games
https://highlandergames.co.uk/
Warbases
https://warbases.co.uk/
Black Lion Games
https://facebook.com/blacklionedinburgh
Blackwells
https://facebook.com/BlackwellEdGame
Games Hub
https://facebook.com/GamesHubEdinburgh
Mox in the Hole
https://moxinthehole.co.uk/
Red Dice Games
http://reddicegames.com/
The Pop Shop
https://thepopshopelgin.co.uk/
Legion Forge
https://legionforge.co.uk/
R&S Dyga
https://facebook.com/R-S-Dyga-118077885011403
Geek Retreat
https://facebook.com/GeekRetreatGlasgow
Geek-aboo
https://geek-aboo.com/
Static Games
https://a1toys.com/
West End Games Ltd
https://westendgames.co.uk/
Settlers
https://settlersestore.com/
Ellerium Games
https://elleriumgames.co.uk/
Kingdom Comics &
https://kingdomcomics.co.uk/
Games
Bus Stop Toy Shop
http://busstoptoyshop.com/
Geek Retreat
https://facebook.com/GeekRetreatMotherwell/

Paisley

Comicrazy

https://comicrazy.co.uk/

Irvine
Kilmarnock

Peebles
Polbeth, West
Calder

SubAComic

https://subacomic.shop/

Kirkcaldy

Cards Den

https://cardsden.co.uk

Motherwell

Stirling

Common Ground
Games
Board Hoarders

http://commongroundgames.co.uk/

Nairn

https://boardhoarders.co.uk/

Perth

Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Aberdeen
Airdrie
Ayr
Ayr
Bathgate
Callander
Cumbernauld
Dundee
Dunfermline
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Edinburgh
Elgin
Falkirk
Fraserburgh
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
Hamilton
Inverness
Kirkcaldy

Strathaven
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http://tiny.cc/ScotGameShops

Club Name

Aberdeen

East
Dunbartonshire
East Kilbride

Antonine Board Gamers
Scottish Fanatics

Edinburgh

Edinburgh Board Gamers

Edinburgh

Edinburgh Board Gamers
Connect

Edinburgh

Edinburgh Indie Gamers

Edinburgh

Juniper Green Board-Gamers

Edinburgh

Open Roleplaying Community
Edinburgh

Edinburgh

Watt Gamers

Fraserburgh
Galashiels
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
Glasgow
Grangemouth
Hamilton
Helensburgh
Inverurie

Website
https://facebook.com/AberdeenWargames-Club-169929073038704/
https://facebook.com/Knights.of.Trinity
https://facebook.com/
GameSquareAlyth/
https://facebook.com/groups/
521726434613476
https://eastneuktabletop.org
https://facebook.com/groups/
383319935738361/
https://facebook.com/events/
2361527870759890/
https://facebook.com/Goblins-andGubbins-101631729191680
https://facebook.com/dumfriesgamers/
https://facebook.com/
DunbarBoardgameClub/
https://dundeewargames.co.uk/
https://facebook.com/groups/
dundeeroleplayingclub/
https://facebook.com/groups/
1683978771830199/
https://facebook.com/DWARFclub/
https://facebook.com/
antonineboardgamers/
https://facebook.com/EKTGC/
https://meetup.com/EdinburghGamers/
https://facebook.com/groups/
edibgconnect/
https://facebook.com/groups/
EdinburghIndieGamers/
https://facebook.com/groups/
393090567800456/
https://orcedinburgh.co.uk

https://facebook.com/groups/
wattgamers
https://facebook.com/groups/
Broch Board Game Night
1641251765927857/
Dungeons and Dragons in the
https://facebook.com/groups/
Scottish Borders
1543475175963553/
Glasgow and District Wargaming https://facebook.com/
Society
glasgowwargames/
https://facebook.com/groups/
Glasgow Board Games
263536471024016/
Glasgow Games Group
http://g3gamers.co.uk/
Unplugged Shawlands
https://facebook.com/UnplugGame/
Falkirk District Wargames Club;
https://facebook.com/groups/
Board Game & RPG
1955877781294035/
https://facebook.com/groups/
ML2 Gamers
163708224079373/
HAHA- Helensburgh Alternative
https://facebook.com/
Hobby Association
HAHAHelensburgh/
https://facebook.com/groups/
Shire Gaming Club
846619568807838
North Ayrshire Wargames Club
https://facebook.com/NAWGC/
Station Gamers
https://ksrht.org/station-gamers/
https://facebook.com/
Kirkcaldy Meeple Club
Kirkcaldymeepleclub
https://facebook.com/groups/
Lanarkshire Gamers
261557973924682/
Nairn Boardgamers
https://tinyurl.com/Nairnbg
https://facebook.com/groups/
Perth Wargames Club
135861000340151
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http://tiny.cc/ScotGameClubs

A manifesto for moments
James Naylor
There’s a lot you can say about the things that are board games.
Back when I regularly wrote a blog about game design (before
moving my focus to podcasts), I would often get microscopic in
my focus on a game. Indeed, I once wrote a piece about one
aspect of the turn order of firefighting co-op Flashpoint. It ran to
4000 words over two parts. It’s no surprise that I am entirely
convinced that there is a limitless amount to be written about the
specifics of the things that games are.
And why not? As well as rich in depth for game design nerds like
me, games are lovely things to write about. Many games today
are now truly art objects. From the tastefully produced box to the
colorful, gorgeous assembled object on the table, they’ve
become an aesthetic experience before even being played. The
more gorgeous they are, the more intensely they fire up the
imagination: an idealized vision of all the future games we will play
with them. A recapitulation of our previous memories, of all the
times we’ve enjoyed before - sharing a laugh, a contest, or the
sweet, quiet camaraderie with those close to us. Even opening a
box and seeing all these wonderful components of an as-yetunplayed game, its components still un-punched calls to us with all
that potential - the deep-seated, biologically hardwired desire to
share those moments of joy with the tribe.
It is fair to say that lovers of board games - much more than video
gamers - think more in social potential. Whatever advances there
have been in boardgame apps or tabletop simulators, we know
they are all pale imitations. We know we really want physical
togetherness. And yet they are perhaps still as a group - like many
inveterate problem solvers - still seeing so much through the lens of
things. It is things that are to gamers generative - to which all
credit is given to experience: the things are good or bad at this
player count. Succeeding at victory criteria established by the
thing is actually important. It is the rules of this specific thing that I
delegate the power to make me happy or sad. It’s important we
don’t just arbitrarily house rule how the thing for something as
frivolous as feeling better that way; the delicate balancing of the
machine must not be upset.
And yet, what feeble forces are things like rules, set against the
currents of a player’s life?
Games today may now be considered collectables. But sky high
shelves of unplayed games were never really investment assets they are rarely ever bought for something so cynical and crass.
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For the hobby gamers, they are something far more beautiful: the
wonderful triumph of hope over experience. Each is a boxed-up
vision of a moment that might never happen: the awkward 3
player title that can’t be played at home with your partner and
never quite makes it to a friend’s house. The long games of tablesprawling monsters lost to youth with their impossible time
demands in a life with responsibilities. That campaign game you
really need to get the same group of people together for but
there’s always someone not free on Saturday. The game you’d
love to play after work, but it's rapidly losing its battle with Netflix as
you shrink into the sofa. Was the game objectively unbalanced
and luck driven? Or did the player just have a bad day because
they don’t always get to make the choices they’d like to make in
daily life? Is the game too taxing… or is your brain just too fried
from work these days to give it thought its systems demand? Did I
love that game for its own cleverness or tension, or is it just great to
see my friend again after so many months?
As time has gone by, this is where I find my thoughts drifting. It’s
one thing to make objects that live in the theoretical space of the
playtesting table where anything is possible, but the reality of
people’s lives are imposed on games all the time. To really, really
succeed as more than just a beautiful vision of what it could be, to
actually get played - to bring its promise to life - a game really
needs to serve a moment in the current of the player’s life. Made
for a moment - maybe even to improve a moment - is where the
power of a great game lies.
Indeed it was only many months into working on my most recent
game that it began dawning on me on why *I* liked it so much. I
was pleased with the mechanics, the general direction of the art
to Game Jam, a game about making games. It was appealing
and tested very well. But more importantly, I started to really
discover what this mad little card game, gave me exactly what *I*
needed from it.
It’s a short game, only 25 minutes or so but it uniquely combines
two elements: an optimisation puzzle where you’re pushing your
luck to use various levers to score as many points as possible
and a storytelling round where you try to pitch your strongest
game concept to the other players. As someone who wants their
brain to be pushed, I love what gamers have come to loosely term
“crunchiness”: I want proper problems to solve that involve
multiple steps. I want meaningful choices. I actually want the
agony of at least two closely balanced options. But I also love a
performance, and I love anything that brings people a bit out of
their shells and helps them be creative.
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After a long day at work - even in the immeasurably privileged
position of actually working in games - I want that crunch. But I just
can’t handle something hefty like Brass in that moment. Similarly,
you can nearly always sign me-up for some improvisation, but at
the end of a long day my batteries just don’t permit being
permanently entertaining. I am social, but I am not the wild-eyed
extrovert who keeps picking up momentum the longer the party
continues
Similarly at the start of a game evening - especially with people
who don’t know each other too well - what I want most of all is
something I know everyone will have a good time with. I also want
a tool to break the ice and encourage people a little bit out of
their shells. Once again, I started to notice that this little game was
perfect. A natural, stealthy icebreaker with a bit of something for
everyone. A particular moment, perfectly served - for me at least.
We’ll see if others feel the same.
Maybe all of this is obvious to people much smarter than me.
Games are increasingly beautiful things (long may it continue) but
the more we focus on moments the better we can make the
games serve them. After all - it’s those moments that make life
worth living.
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